Sunflower Asset Management Solutions
Complying with Department of Energy requirements

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) defines its mission as
ensuring America’s security and prosperity by addressing its
energy, environmental and nuclear challenges through
transformative science and technology solutions.
To support the mission, the agency and its associated laboratories, facilities
and support contractors must manage government properties valued in
$US billions. Sunflower asset management solutions enable DOE property
managers to maintain control of sensitive assets, generate accurate and
timely reports to support financial accountability planning and decision
making, and comply with federal and DOE regulations.
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Sunflower solutions provide managers of DOE property with the tools to
confidently manage government property, comply with contractual and
regulatory requirements and maintain government approved management
systems. Sunflower solutions provide ease of use for end users, a world
class technology infrastructure and the flexibility to meet changing needs
and evolving requirements. The Sunflower solutions are designed to
support standard government property management processes for:


Lifecycle management of personal property



Financial accountability of capital equipment and real property



Physical control of sensitive property



Federal Real Property Profile Management System (FRPP MS) reporting



GSA federal motor vehicle fleet reporting using the Federal Automotive
Statistical Tool (FAST)



Report requirements of contractor-held property



Physical inventory and financial audit support



Excess asset screening and disposal
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 Personal property, real property and
sensitive asset management
 Compliance with Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR), Department of
Energy Acquisition Regulation (DEAR)
and other agency or contractual property
regulations
 Automated reporting improves
accountability
 Streamlined inventories and reporting
with mobile and data visualization
solutions

“Sunflower is trusted
by the Department of
Energy, national
laboratories and
contractors for
government property
management”

LIFECYCLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
Whether the property is managed by the agency, an
associated laboratory, facility or contractors,
Sunflower solutions support program and mission
success through cost effective lifecycle asset
management. All required data elements for
government property items are at your fingertips.
Capture purchasing, leasing, grant and other funding
information for assets upon receipt


Maintain support documentation for property lifecycle
events



Record and manage maintenance and calibration activities



Conduct inventories though barcode scanners, online entry or lifecycle
transactions



Manage excess screening and disposal through SF120/122 reports,
GSAXcess and agency screening tools



Receive and issue material assets



Check-in/check-out of sensitive equipment and materials



Lifecycle transaction history resulting in positive audit outcomes

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest
IT and business consulting services firms in
the world. Operating in hundreds of
locations across the globe, CGI delivers an
end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from
strategic IT and business consulting to
systems integration, managed IT and
business process services and intellectual
property solutions. CGI works with clients
through a local relationship model
complemented by a global delivery network
to help clients achieve their goals, including
becoming customer-centric digital
enterprises.
In the asset management market, CGI
provides a broad portfolio of software
features that manage the asset lifecycle to
help clients achieve total asset visibility,
improve decision-making, accountability
and regulatory compliance.
For more information about Sunflower
asset management solutions, email us at
sunflower@cgifederal.com.

ASSET MANAGEMENT WITH THE SUNFLOWER SUITE OF SOLUTIONS


Manage physical and financial accountability in Sunflower Assets®—a
single web-based system that makes property activity easy to record,
simple to retrieve, accessible from anywhere and completely auditable.



Use Sunflower mobile solutions for asset receiving, physical inventory
and excess management simplify enterprise asset management
processes by bringing your asset data to a handheld device.



Provide insight into key performance metrics for self-assessment and
operational decision making with Sunflower reporting.



Utilize Sunflower RFID solutions to track assets in real-time and
automate location and status updates without user intervention. Asset
mapping and floor plans let you record the location of assets within a
structure.



Operate confidently when managing additional asset lifecycle
processes, including maintenance, shipping, kitting, configuration and
more.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at info@cgi.com.
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